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“A woman tries to volley a 
tennis ball”

sim(“woman”,   flowers  ) = 0.12

sim(“woman”,   woman  ) ~ 1

sim(“woman”,      ball     ) = 0.08

…

sim(“tennis ball”,   flowers  ) = 0.12

sim(“tennis ball”,   woman  ) = 0.03

sim(“tennis ball”,      ball     ) = 0.9

…
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3. OUR APPROACH

● In weakly-supervised setting, fine-grained annotations are not available at training time
● The object detector outputs the proposals and their categories
● Using word embedding we can grossly align phrases and proposals

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 5. LOW-DATA SETTING 

Accuracy of our model’s components. The 
Concept Branch contributes more to the final 
model performances.

Accuracy results on Flickr30k Entities and 
ReferIt test set by our model trained in 
low-data environments.
The percentage refers to the fraction of the 
training set considered during training.
The model shows stable performances thanks 
to the concept branch.
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Training

● maximize the multimodal similarity fpair of the image 
and its sentence (positive example)

● minimize fpair between the same sentence and 
another image (negative example)

Negative example selection
The most similar example to the positive one, 
according to the sentence, in the minibatch. 
Therefore, the model focuses on details.

Visual Grounding is the task of aligning the entity mentioned in a query 
with the respective portion of the image
Issue: annotations are hard and expensive to collect

1. We propose an untrained, zero-shot 
alignment module

2. Our model show comparable 
performance trained with 50% of data

3. Absolute improvement of 9.6% on 
ReferIt dataset

7. CONCLUSION

6. MODEL ABLATION

Results on Flickr30k Entities and ReferIt test sets. Acc. is the standard 
accuracy metric, while P. Acc. is the pointing game accuracy metric.
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